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Tigers named
OVC Champs!
By George Reddick

hports WriTer
As Coach L.C. Cole held up the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship plaque and game football, the small crowd that
came out for the impromptu pep rally cheered while holding
pieces of Murray Stale's goal post in their hands.
It was a moment that all Big Blue fans have been waiung
for since Tennessee State University joined the OVC in 1987. A
blocked field goal after a late timeout secured the 46-44 win
over Murray Slate University and the Tigers had the trophy to
prove itThe win makes TSU the first Historically Black University
to win a championship in a majority white conference.
"I don't know why they took a time out. It helped us

regroup and get it together," Coach Cole said.
"Offense sells rickets, but defense wins games," Jake
Cabell, defensive coordinator for TSU said. That was true for
the Nov. 14 showdown between the Tigers and the Racers.

With matching records, this game was the culmination of what
TSU and Murray Stale had been working towards all year.
Ranked 16th among Division I AA teams, the win gave the

PHOTO BYJOHN CARROLL

November 21,1998 will be lights out for the historic press box of HaJe Stadium,

The "Hole" story
down that tied the score.

Although Kimble was responsible for scoring the

Tisers an OVC title as well as a automatic bid for the National

Championship.
The final game of the two top teams in the conference

began at 1:30 p.m. in Murray. Ky. TSU had a strong presence in

A look into the history
ofa TSU landmark

toe first half, making it 19-10 by the break, pushing TSU
ftalfway to victory.

in "the Hole," as the team went undefeated in its first

By Anthony J. Miller
^ The second half showed why the Tigers are OVC champi
ons. The third quarter was the 'quarter of penalties'. From the Sports Writer

play where an uncatchable pass was ruled interference against
TSU, to the play where a flag was thrown before the play was

complete, many fans wondered ifthe referees had taken sides.

If a team is only as great as its stadium, then no
team has proven to be greater than the Tennessee State
University football team.

The third quarter was given to Murray State and the team
Nicknamed "the Hole," the historic TSU football
took advantage of it. The Racers put 13 unanswered point.s oh
stadium
was named after the university's first presi
toe board. Along with penalties, TSU mistakes helped to put

Murray ahead, including a breakdown of special teams that
caused a TSU punt to be blocked and returned for a touchdown

by the Racers. Penalties set the Tigers back, but not out. The run
mdshoot offense which has helped TSU pull through so many

its games, kept the team going in their final OVC game.

After Thomas Graham, a defensive tackle for TSU. sacked

e Racers quarterback in the fourth quarter Murray State
ored another touchdown and pu.shed ahead to 19-30.

Time for TSU to get back into the game. Quanerback Leon
iurray completed a pass to Corey Sullivan for a touchdown,
e two-point conversion afterwards got the Tigers into fightjg range with a score of 27-30.

The Tigers were coming back, gaining strength, but Uie

ers were determined not to go away easily. Murray tate

^me right back and .scored, amove that pushed them ah^d ^.7

The running game was again put into affect. Ahandoff to
^
see "Win" on page 2
£

first touchdown in Hale Stadium, this would only
prove to be the start of many scored by TSU players
as they defeated Kentucky State, 34-13.
This victory was the start of a TSU dynasty with
19 games, with a record of 18-0-1 under coaching leg
ends Henry Kean and Howard Gentry Sr.
The first home defeat took place on Nov. 8, 1958,
courtesy of Southern University, by the final score of
23-14.

Through Hale Stadium, yet another National
College Football Hall of Fame inductee was produced
named John A. Merritt.

dent, William Jasper Hale, and has become a home to
TSU athletes over the years.
From Richard Dent to Ed "Too Tall" Jones, many

In 1963, under coach Merritt, the Tigers lost the
first two home games, yet he kept thinking positive.
Merritt's leadership helped the Tigers win 46 of

All-Americans owe their sensational careers to their

the next 47 games in Hale, and by the end of his head
coaching career, posted a home record of 72-51(.942). This winning stretch included six national
championships and five undefeated seasons.
The 1998 season will be the Tigers 45th and last
season inside Hale Stadium. Leading into this season,

time spent inside Hale Stadium.
In 1961, George Balthazer became the first TSU
player ever drafted into the National Football League.
Today, over 90 NFL and 20 CFL players have spent
their college years inside "the Hole."
Over the past 45 years, and through many tri
umphant victories, perhaps the most memorable that
stands out in early TSU history was the first game
ever played in the 16,000-seat stadium then newlydedicated Hale Stadium on Nov. 26, 1953.

In that game against Kentucky State, after trailing
6-0 in the first quarter, TSU halfback Roy Kimble
broke free down the sidelines for an 80-yard touch

the record at Hale was 13I-27-5(.827).

Starting in the 1999 sea.son, the Tigers will begin
playing at the 68,000 seat stadium in downtown
Nashville.

Although TSU students and alumni will bid
farewell to the old stadium on November 21, William

Jasper Hale Stadium will forever remain a TSU leg
end. •
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Students do not feel safe despite improvements
By Altresha Burchett and Remy
Reveyoso
News Writers
-

.

walking from the library orcomputer lab,
would make me feel secure to see the
police inpath."

But with 23 police officers , 15 security guards and a fall enrollment of 8,750,

Given the number of recent secunty
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shacks and the elevation of the Tennessee
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Students have no evidence of what is
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^
said to be happening on campus. I feel
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j , t see any [secunty].
r
•,
unsafe
I don
II probably
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• the
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22-year-old junior Tamthea Hill said.
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cru , j secure the
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should
^
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campus at all times of the day, not lust at
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night, freshman Jackie Smith said.
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OL . Jones
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Junior
Shayla
said. .«-.M
While
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b mi

manenteredthe building at night and took
the elevator to the sixth floor without any
restrictions. The security officer on duty

campus is covered at all times. Crime
doesn't take a day off."
Arthur Lawson, chief of security and
police, said, "No, we don't have enough

had gone for a cup of coffee. The women
who were violated had to wait about five
minutes for the officer to retum and an
additional 10 minutes for the campus

[officers]."

Incidents have occurredvon campus in
which neither security nor police were
present. In Wilson Hall last year, a young

see "Students" on page 3

In Many Companies It takes Years
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making sure the

Win grants bid for
nationai championship
from oase 1

Arcentae Broome, a fullback, went in for the score.

This brought TSU to within three with a score of 34-37.
The Ruccis cuinc buck again un a lung drive to put them back
ahead 34-44. With less than five minutes on the clock, it
seemed the game was over. Even though it looked as if TSU
was down and out, the team did not give up.
Picture this. The score is now 34-44, and Murray passes
long to Tyrone Butterfield for the first one-play drive of the
game, bringing TSU to 40-44. There is now 4:03 on the clock.

^5

»

The defensive team closed the door on the Racers.

Nothing could stop them now. Two minutes, 50 seconds
is now on the clock. Broome scored again to bring TSU ahead
46-44. With 1:10 on the clock, Murray went for the two-point
conversion, but was intercepted. Tackles were broken, but
Murray brought the defender down at the 45 yard line, stop
ping the Racers from getting the easy score.
With Murray State now on the 45 yard line, the defense
went to work. A pass interference was called on Jarrick
Hillery, although he had not even touched the defender. An
interception was called incomplete, yet the Tigers would not
be denied a victory. They had come too far. Thirty-eight sec
onds are on the clock and it's fourth down. The Murray State
Racers setup for the long attempt at a field goal that would
give them the win. The air is crisp. Both teams' hungry for
the victory. TTie lines are set. The play is set in motion.
The ball is set, the kick is up, and it's blocked!! Hillery
stuffs the ball and is mauled by his teammates. With 29 sec
onds left, L.C. Cole gives the signal and Murray takes a knee
to let the clock run out.

TSU fans rush the field cheering, laughing and crying.

The goal post comes down as the 1998 TSU Tigers declare
victory and are crowned the OVC Champions.
*Tt just goes to show that hard work pays off. With every

thing that happened with the NCAA and the infractions, this

just goes to show that you have to take the good with the
bad....take your lemons and make lemonade," senior Bernard
Johnson said.

TSU offensive coordinator Johnnie Cole said, "I would
see "Players" on page 15

WE'LL Give You 10 Weeks.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a leader. But if

you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work couldmakeyou an
Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates.School (OCS) is whereyou'llget the chance to prove

you've got whatit takes to lead a life full ofexcitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone
can say they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it. For

more information call l-BOO-MARINES, or contact us on the Internet at: www. Marinesxom
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Honors students help build with 'havens of hope'
By Trade Q. Gilbert

pregnant with her second child. "I was
surprised," she said, "but I was deter

Community View Writer

mined to finish [my sweat hours] out."
Saws spun and hammers hacked as
members of the Tennessee State

University Honors Program helped tocre

Now that she will be moving into her own
home soon, the load has lessened. "I feel
rent free," she said. "I'll actually be able

to see where my money's going."
The project made an indelible impres
sion on each participant.
17.
"I like the idea of a program where
Approximately 15 honors students
people can reach out to others and help
joined forces with various Nashville orga
them create a place to call their own,"
nizations to build new houses for two
junior Stephanie Dorsey said. "I look for
needy Nashville families.
ward to helping again in the future."
Jacci McGee, a 32-year-old mother of
. The community service committee
four, was approved for the Habitat pro
for the Honors Program got involved with
gram after applying one year ago. Living
Habitat through the efforts of junior mass
in subsidized housing, in a neighborhood
communications majors Melonie and
filled with drugs, McGee was informed
Melorra Green. The students chose the
that she was eligible to receive a new
activity with the hopes of completing a
home, with only an $800 closing cost and quick, worthwhile project to start the fall
500 sweat equity hours helping to build
semester off right.
other homes. "I love the idea of my chil
"It's especially important for honors
dren having a yard of their own," she said. students to give back for that which was

ate havens of hope as a part of the Habitat
for Humanity project on Saturday, Oct.

For 32-year-oId Ophelia Foster,
acquiring a home was not as easy as it
sounded. Shortly after she was accepted
for the program, she found out she was

the time to help others, it does more for
you than the other person. It allows you to
appreciate what you have, and take a step
back to realize where you could be."
Each home recipient had strong feel
ings about the program as well.
"I'm now beginning to realize how

else," Foster said.
There was a dedication ceremony on

blessed 1 am. I feel excited," McGee said.

Nov. 8 for the homes.*

won't find this much of a deal anywhere

from page 2

"Those people have never checked
police to report to the scene.
my
ID,"
sophomore Jacinda Gray said. "1
"The police don't come to the scene
until the action is over," sophomore Mario could be any stranger on the street. If they
Curtis said. "They should already be there are letting me in with no problem, than
protecting the students instead of involv anyone can get in."
The proper process for visitors
ing themselves in some less important
activities."

requires the security officer to issue a vis

itor's card and record, the visitors name,

Antoinette White, a resident of Eppse
Hall said, "There are many times during
the evening when I don't see anyone at the
front desk or outside during some late

the student they wish to visit and the resi
dence hall in a log. This technique report
edly is not being enforced, leaving the

hours."

premises open to trespassers.
"If they [violators] want to do some

This may be attributed to the low

"Habitat is an avenue for us to show God

count of officers. "When an officer has a

day off or needs a coffee break, thereis not
Melorra Green said, "When you take a replacement available," Lawson said.
The 15 security officers are not certi

how much we appreciate His blessings."

Now Hiring!

also includes wall-to-wall carpet, a ceiling

fan, chandelier and two boxes of food
donated by Dollar General Stores. "You

Students do not see security

given to them," Melanie Green said.

Metro-Nashvfffe P u b t i c S c h a a t s

Besides the basic necessities, each house

fied and fully equipped. Tlieii duly is to
lock buildings, write tickets and monitor
dormitories. The 23 campus police officers
are certified and commissioned by the
state of Tennessee. These individuals carry
firearms, handle backup calls in hostile sit
uations and patrol the campus when neces

thing to me, they can because I'm just like
you," Willie Alexander, an officer for
L&C Security said, which has an officer
posted at all entrances on campus and at
off-campus housing. "All 1 can do is call
the campus police and give them a
description." •

sary.

f

Ftexib/e Schedfut&s - Choose your €iay(s}f
tooaiionCs), gradfes/subjeefs

Must haue compleieii two y e a r s of ooUege

{at feast 60 semester oretfit hours}

Competfti^e Wages

Safary Range - SS3.40 to SFB. 11 per tfay

Both security and police officers
undergo a two-week training session man
dated by the program at TSU. The pro
gram is intended to teach all the physics
and mechanisms of policing. Included in
the staff are eight residence life officers
whoses obligation is to oversee and secure
each dormitory from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Lawson gives two reasons for the lim
ited security, which includes the budget
and the task of finding good people. The
budget to pay more officers has to go
through a program called Cops For Hire.
This program provides a federal grant that
has to go through an approval process in
Washington, D.C.
As a result of hiring three officers,

Lawson said, "There are no openings for a
security position." The concern is not that

Jin excellent part-time position for a
coiiege stutlent.
Cat! SSS9-g607 for an apptioatfon.

the protective staff does not do its Job, but
whether it is using its staff efficiently.
"They are not forcing people to show
their ID and actually checking them at the
security booths, so anyone can get in,"
junior Monique Taylor said.
Security officers are obligated to be
posted at the shacks from 5 p.m. until 6
a.m. The officer's responsibilities are to
check the student's university ID and

When you're not happy where you are, then
its time to start exploring the neighborhood
for something better. Take a look at
Shoney's, where our goal is to keep people
lung term and support them so they can
move into supervisory or management posi
tions. We believe that treating employees
with respect and giving them recognition for
a job well done is the aaswer to building a
satisfied and motivated team.

Full and Part-time po.sitions arc now avail
able on several shifts for:
«Salad Bar Attendants
•Bu.ssers / Dishwashers

•Food Prep / Kitchen Help
•Servers / Waitstaff
•Cooks

You'll enjoy competitive pay, flexible hours
paid vacations and insurance benefits for
full-time employees.

Take a walk over to something better at
Shoney's.
Apply In Person at:
3415 Murphy Rd.
or

6303 Harding Rd.
(Belie Meadc)

assure that it is valid. If a student fails to

SHONEY'S

carry his ID, information should be

Equal Opportunity Employer

recorded to make .sure that he is truly a stu-
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What we think

From where I sit

For everything that is desired in life there is a proper

Ambre
"C S. • the football team had found

way to attain it, requiring one to follow a chain of com

Brown
,vn

1 had, "a will to win."

with a winning football program,
and finally, I can say I do.
My older sister attended the
University of Alabama when the

g And I can do nothing but

Crimson Tide rolled over the Miami

1 admire the will and strength
g of the 1998 Tiger football

Hurricanes in the Sugar Bowl to cap
ture the National Championship in
1992. I remember visiting her on
campus and seeing everyone excited

I the"will" former coach John

I A. Merritt said they once

mand.

The chain of command is derived from different

links, serving a specific purpose, that bind together to cre
atea chain. This linkage begins with the closest person to
the concerned party orissue and ends with the highest per
son in authority. If problems persist or concems arise, it
is vital for the chain of commandprocedure to be adhered

Editorr in

a.f

to.

Answers or solutions to problems may be attained at
the first link or closer linksin the chaincausing less strain
on the chain as a whole.

Unfortunately, evenon the campus of Tennessee State
University, some people regard breaking the chain of
command as the only way to gain results.
instances this philosophy does not hold true.

In most

TSU football

number one again!
I attended the Great Debate

competition on African-centered

AJ-Hadid,

chairperson

of

the

this occurs, students usually become frustrated because
Department of Africana Studies,
they are directedback, to the beginning of the chsdn. This dedicated the program to the Tiger
is evident with processes such as registration and academ
football team.

ic concems.

Though some concerns are pressing and require
immediate attention, breaking the chain because of impa
tience, spite, revenge or lackof knowledge is inexcusable.

Before we even knew the Tigers
would pull a miraculous victory over
Murray State 46-44, Al-Hadid said

Recently, there was a problem with the sanitation of
the female residence halls. A few young women notified
their residence hall director, and when they failed to see

about the Alabama football team

becoming a part of history.
Now you, the 1998 football
team, have made your own history,
my loyalty to the team because of the standing out as the best team since
articles we would write when the the late Coach Merritt graced the
team was losing or winning, along field. As Ohio Valley Conference
with anything else we reported about Champions, you have done for me
the athletic department or staff.
whatAlabama did for my sister. And
On behalf of the entire sports I say thank you.

am a TSU football fan.

required course work last Friday
On TSU's campus, students often disregard the chain night and towards the end, Dr. Amiri

and seek answers from the highest of authorities. When

I team.
m Despite what many of the
coaches have said, I really

I wish I could- count how many
times I have been questioned about

staffat SrijE iileter, we say congratu
lations and job well done!

I am veiy proud of you guys
because unbeknownst to any of you,
you have granted me a silent wish. I
always wanted to attend a school

Congratulations guys,goodluck
this weekend and bring home anoth
er championship for all of those who
dreamed it was possible, but never
thought they would live to see it. •

Lietters to the Editor

immediate results, took it upon themselves to involve the

November 11, 1998

media.

This incident was the result of a break in the chain of

Dear Editor:

command and caused the university to suffer public
embarrassment and humiliation.

As the hidden video

cameras roamed the halls, it was obvious that there was a

problem. There is no excuse for the predicament the living
quarters were found in, but matters were intensified.
If, in fact, there were no results after contacting the
resident assistants and the director of the residence hall the

next step would have been to alert the housing supervisor
followed by the director of residence life.
This seems like a tedious and drawn-out process,
however, the chain exists for many reasons. It promotes
accuracy, organization, a more feasible means of conflict
resolution and makes a considerable difference in produc

In reference to your article in
tClie Mtttx dated November 4,1998,

regarding the telephone outage in
Court Villa apartments, I received a
call from TSU Security on Saturday,
Oct. 24 morning regarding the out

dependable service. On the TSU end

of the connection, we have, during

If you have any comments,
address them to:

age.

I came to campus immediately
and personally called Bell South to
have them check the T1 connections,

tivity. By following the process, the larger problems or

which link the apartments to Bell
South Exchange. Their initial test on
the connections indicated no prob

concerns can be eradicated.

lem.

Each link in the chain has a responsibility and if one
link is not functioning then it becomes the job of the next
link to check the preceding.

still not working after their test. We
checked the university's terminal

However, the connections were

Once the chain of command has been broken, the system, found it was in working con
chain falls apart and must be put back together, often dition, and again called Bell South.

resulting in mass confusion.

tainly regrets any inconvenience
experienced by students during the
telephone outage and continues to
work with Bell South on providing

It took them until Monday to isolate

Editor

iflcter
TSU Box 1246

3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.

Nashville, TN 37209
President Hefner's tenure, replaced
Bell South rotary phones and mini
mal services with a Universityowned PBX offering the latest tele
phonic features. We have installed

Moreover, in the first week of

October, I initiateda study to deter

mine the feasibility of connecting
the Court Villa apartments, which is

under a lease andnot the property of
the University, to the University. If
the results of that are positive, we
will connect those apartments to our
switch and thereby minimize the
problems at that site.

If tirijE iilrtcr staff wishes addi

tional information about tliis, or any
other projects related to communica

tions and information technologies, I
am always available either directly
or through my secretary. I am told
that someone called regarding the
outage when I was away from my
office and indicated they would call
back, but never did.

Sincerely,

By following the chain of command the disintegra

the problem and fix it. A Bell South

tion of the chain can be avoided and responses to ques
tions and or concems will manifest in a much more effi
cient and expeditious manner. •

three telephone switches and an
array of redundant subsystems at a

doubler was bad and had to be

cost of several million dollars in

Director, Communication &

order to provide students with reli

Information Technologies

replaced by Bell South.
The TSU administration cer

able, cost-effective communications.

Anand Padmanabhan
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Money Talk$$$:
going to buy. You make a pur
chase on credit with the inten

tions to pay the whole balance at

the end of the month. When you
get your first bill you notice that
you only have to make a mini

mum balance. That extra money
would give you some room to
buy some other things, so you
pay the minimum $10 on your
$100 balance.

Financial Reporter

You then put more items on
your credit card and take out a
few more loans.

You even find

yourself having fun spending
money that does not belong to
Bad credit?
you. But the fun stops when you
Too much debt?
run out of money to pay your
bills. You tell yourself that one
So you have bad credit and a
or two of those bills can be paid
The Credit Series

sea of debt. Well there is a name

for people like you: typicaJ
American citizen. That is right,
the average American citizen
(this includes college students)
has either bad credit, too much
debt or a combination of both.
The difference between us

and the typical American citizen
Vvave iVxe krvovwV

edge to correct our debt and cred
it situations. No matter how bad

your current situation is, be
assured that there is hope. Next
to prayeri there are some con
crete solutions to repairing your
bad credit file and climbing out
of a sea of debt.

1. Understand the Pattern.

I am sure you can relate to this
downward spiraiing cycle. You
get a credit card and you are on
top of the world. You have
already run up your balance just
thinking about what you are

can afford to sup
port these habits

tions, bad credit scores, etc.,

with cash of their

unless it is a blatant mistake.

own. On the other

Even then it is only the
responsibility of the creditor or
credit reporting services such as
TransUnion or Equifax. In the

with a budget or spending plan
and sacrifice buying other things
until your debts arepaid offcom

last article I discussed the fact

Does thisconcept seem to be
overwhelming? It doesn't stop

hand, if you can
not

afford

a

"habit" then you need to kick it
[the habit]. Once you have deter
mined that your spending habit is
the source of your current debt
and credit situation, take action

and do something about it.
3. Start with the obvious.

Cut up your pile of credit cards
and send them back to the credi

tor. This will show future credi

tors that you closed your account
and not the credit grantor. Start

buying things with cash. If you
cannot afford something with
cash, then you certainly do not
need it on credit.

Return pre-approved credit
cards that are sent to you and
request to be taken off their mail
ing list. Usually when your name
late.
is on a mailing list, a number of
Maybe you can go without
credit card grantors have your
paying this bill or that one for a information. By removing your
couple of months, right? Then name from a list you stop num
those harassing bill collectors
bers of credit cards from being
start to call. You find that you

are no longer eligible for all the
credit that you once were able to
get. Now you have gone there: to
that dreaded place called bad
credit. If you are presently in this
cycle, stop yourself. If you are
already at the bottom of this
cycle, read on.
2. Determine your spend
ing habits, and then break
those

habits.

What

kind

of

spender are you? Understanding
how and why you spend can help
to avoid the things that cause you
to spend the way you do. Are
you an impulse buyer? Do you
spend based on pressure from
peers? Do you buy things for val
idation and to impress others?

for it with that high interest rate.

credit report for a flat rate. No
one has the power to erase or
change late payments, collec

These habits are
fine for those that

bad credit or debt

Marci J. Garner

Page 5

^l)e iileter

sent to you, therebygetting rid of

the urge to use fhem.
Keep one credit card for
emergencies until you are able to
build your own emergency fund.
Do you often forget to pay some
bills? Automatic debiting from
your bank account not only
shows creditors you are commit
ted to paying your bills on time,
but it also improves your overall
credit score.

4. Don't believe the hype.
Credit costs and so does all of the

merchandise that you purchased
on that credit. With this in mind

do not be fooled by those "credit
doctors" who say they can erase

derogatory filings from your

that collections, judgments,
bankruptcies and other public fil
ings stay on your credit report for
seven years. And by law regular
filings like credit ratings (R1 or
R9), late payments, reposses
sions and accounts closed by the
creditor must stay on your credit
report for two years.
Be very careful when you
seek credit help. Look for words
like "non-for-profit," "counsel
ing," and "consultant." These
words are synonymous with free
help or low-cost help.
5. Avoid bill consolidation.

Though consolidating your bills
may seem like a quick, simple
and easy solution to the debt sit
uation that you quickly and easi
ly got yourself into, it is only a
short term solution because in the

long run you are still in debt.
When I advise people concerning

Why not work your way out of
debt for free with old fashion

planning and sacrificing. By this
I mean plan to pay your debt off

pletely.

there.

6. Seek help. There are rep

utable organizations dedicated to
educating and counseling people
about their credit and debt situa

tions. These organizations serve

as middlemen between you and
the creditor.

Believe it or not, but these

types of services were started
from creditors' desires to help
consumers pay them back. These
organizations take your money

and pay your bills for you. The
incentives are that you can avoid
late fees and credit filings and
harassing bill collectors because
these organizations can work
with creditors to allow you to pay
when you can, with an amount
you can afford at the interest rate
that is best for both you and the
creditor.

debt consoUdation. I use the

These services can also help

analogy of trying to get clean in a

to rebuild the trust between you

tub of dirt and mud. You can not

and the creditor, improve your
credit report and regain fair creditworthiness. One such organiza

solve your debt problems with
more debt.
Bill consolidators are smart

tion in the Nashville area is

too. They know that people are

Consumer Credit Consulting
Service. They can be reached at

desperate and uninformed so
they reserve the right to charge
unbelievably high interest rates
for the "service" they provide for
you. It may seem that you can
save as they say you can with the
fixed rate and fixed monthly pay
ment as opposed to the numerous
interest rates and payments that
you have to make with all your
accounts separately. But you pay

w»i.-r.uoa2

Mjp.
Vu^'nte. l-fcsrr

227-3350.

Now that you are on your
way to debt freedom and credit
cleanliness, pass this information
onto others that may be in the
same situation. It may make a
difference in our communities. If

you have any questions/com
ments, write to RO. Box #1186. •
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News

Fines seldom
effective in TSU
dorms
By Mia McNeil
News Editor
It is not uncommon to walk into

any of the seven dormitories on
Tennessee State University's campus

finding different ways to approach
fining.
For one, there are the floor fines

Boyd Hall have found that taking
away the privilege of visitation is an

thing we have at Boyd," freshman

with it...," Samuel Digby, assistant

Everything goes better when there's
visitation."

tive at all. I'm fined not because of

Boyd Hall resident Charles

and can't register."
From Wilson, Eppse, Hankal,
and Rudolph to Watson, Boyd and
Hale balls, dorm directors are also

Houston said, "I don't think that it is

fair for everybody. 1 shouldn't have
to pay for the ignorance of someone
else."

Carpenter said that when doors
are propped open, students make
themselves vulnerable to potential
problems.
"None of the fines (are) just put
there to be there," Carpenter said.
"We fine for (the residents)
safety...there is a rapist running
around now. Who is to say that he

The Tennessee State University theatre program will be

Digby said, "When we have

"I don't think that they're effec

unclear.

students have a hold on their account

classic

director of Watson Hall said.

Price said.

Housing
Supervisor Larry
Carpenter said, "It's very effective
and a deterrent to problems when the

performs Russian

fining people who had nothing to do

the

have to find other mechanisms."

Theatre department

everybody walks around upset and By LaTasha R. Barnes
bored because there's nothing to do. News Writer

floor," Hankal Hail resident Candice

"(They're) effective when used
properly," Boyd Hall Dorm Director,
Dewayne Smith said. "Fining does
n't make the problem go away - you

"Visitation is the only good
Eric Walker said. "With no visitation

noise to excessive trash, but whether
remains

lems in the dorms.

"Personally, I'm not an advocate
of (floor fines) because you end up

something that I did, but because of
something someone else did on my

effective

effective way of handling the prob

fines.

plaining about a fine levied the pre
vious night. The fines are for rule
infractions ranging from excessive
are

Some of the dorm leaders of

that are issued appropriately when
authorities cannot pinpoint the per
petrator of an infraction. These fines
are sometimes called community

and find residents of the dorm com

fines

could not come here?"

performing Russian playwright Anton Chekhov's classic,

taken visitation away we seem to gel "Three Sisters" beginning Nov. 23 at the Tennessee
a better grip."
Performing Arts Center in JohnsonTheatre.

'Three Sisters" is set in 1901 Tagonrog, a small town
outside ofMoscow. The playis about a family plagued with
is a better way to deter problems. "I disappointments and frustrated ambitions. Olga, played by
think if we would hold more resi Pamela Cannon; Irina, played by Malika De'Shon and
dence hall meetings and get to know Masha, played by Demetris Chaney, are sisters wholong to
Some dorm directors find that

communication with their residents

our residents

and talk to them move back to Moscow. They see it as a city of sophistica
more...we would develop a better tion and culture. They feel there will be more people on
relationship," Digby said.
their level.
One dorm director said she gives
Their father's death has left Andrei, their brother,
students an option to paying fines. In played by Devin Haqq, head of the household. The family

lieu of the fines, students can work in

is very wealthy and socially known, and in that era it was

the dormitory office for two hours or n't proper for women to move around on their own. It was
attend a dorm seminar.

preferred that women marry and move in order for the fam

"That's how we get people to go ily to stay closer together.
to the seminars," Carpenter said .
The conflict arises when Andrei marries Natasha, a
"Some just say 'fine me' woman beneath his social status. Natasha takes over the
because they don't have time to do house and begins to put the sisters out. Andrei, distraught
those things," another housing and tired of his marriage, starts gambling and becomes
director said.
involved with a mistress. He eventually gambles away the

Baby,,,
,
<

wanna

rock

your

In the Residence Life family fortune, and the sisters are left with no hope of get
brochure, published this year, it ting to Moscow.
says "a charge shall be assessed
'This is a beautiful piece of work and it's an opportu
for leaving an assigned room in nity to experience other classics besides Shakespeare,"
such condition as to require Kimberley LaMarque, director of the play said. "Chekhov
undue time for cleaning the is difficult material, but we embrace the challenge."
premises.
Condition which
Because "Three Sisters" is a Russianplay, a lot of extra
demand repair, including paint preparation went into this production. The groupstarted by
ing, shall result in a damage reading through the script and familiarizing themselves
assessment against the resident." with the characters. LaMarque also solicited assistance
Fines range from $17 for an from Russian professors to educate the cast on the culture
electrical outlet or light switch to and history of the country and make sure the diction and
$110 for a shower head. A room pronunciation of the language was correct.
door replacement is $365.
Another challenge was with the stage at TPAC. The
A copy of the brochure can stage is set up with props for "The Wizard of Oz" so the
be picked up in the Office of group has to form the scenes and props to accommodate the
Residence Life. •

j

see "Three Sisters" on page 7

afamily
tradition

world.
Assistance with lit

searches, reference / information

Sales and restoration
1895

ofconten^orary

and estate jewelry

2404 West End Ave

Located between Tower Books and OOQ
Tower Records

location and retrieval, help with
research ideas and designing,
assessment / questionnaire loca
tion or design, statistical
analysis, or report /
publication writing style.
Call Michael: 298-2751

SPRING BREAK

Cancun, Florida, Jamaica, South
Padre, Bahamas, Etc.

Best Hotels, Parties, Prices
Book Early and Save !!!
Earn Money + Trips ! •

Campus Reps / Organizations
Wanted

Call Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013
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All "Hale" to "the Hole
TSU prepares to say goodbye to
landmark stadium after 45 years
By Sean Livingson
Sports Writer

is still right here in every clod ofdirt you pick up and in every
. blade of grass you see."
Stars such as Ed 'Too Tall" Jones, who was not even

As the Tennessee State Tigers prepare to play the final
» Pl^y foo'ball during his senior season at Merry
game in Hale Stadium, the team will attempt to close the book
Jnckson.Tenn., wreaked havoc on opposing
on astoried field the same way it was opened- with avictoquarterbacks. During his stay at TSU, he
ry.William Jasper Hale Stadium, which has been the home to
™Ail-American and afirst round draft-pick of the Dallas
TSU football for 45 years, will close its gates.after TSU faces
™ ™illustrious career in the National
another
TSU,
Texas
Southern
University
on
Nov.21.
The
Football
League.
_
Alongside Joneson the 1973 Tiger teamthat went unde-
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derritfs leadership
leadership was
was just
the beginremarkable
The 1968 coaching staff under "Big John" Merritfs
just the
begin- players
remarkable
^in Coleman, Merritt, Joe Gilliam Sr.,
that

^ winning legacy, (seated 1. to r.) Alvin Coleman, Merritt, Joe Gilliam Sr.,

, Hylon Adams, Shannon Little,
vpjirQ
years. (standing 1. to r.) Y.C. Coffee, Sam Whitman, Hylon Adams, Shannon Little,

.W iTnn
"Dynamite" Milchell.
Before
Leonl "Pynamite"
Mitchell.

Murray and Tyrone Butterfield were leading the conference in

passing and receiving respectively, the Tennessee State Hgers
were winning and winning big. With the likes of coaches
Henry Arthur Kean, Howard Gentry and "Big John" Merritt,

the Tigers quickly gained the reputation of a team that no one
wanted to face, especially not in "the Hole". As stated by

Merritt in Dwight Lewis' book A Will To Win, 'This is holy
ground. We made this ball field out of a com field, but some
of the greatest football players in America were once right
here." Merritt went on to say "The memory of all those guys

—

stage.

The TSU theatre program engaged
talented actors and actresses in this pro
duction. "I love to act," said Darrell

Ackles, an understudy in the production.

graced
graced

that

the
the

field of
of Hale
Hale
field

'stadium.

It would take an entire issue of dTftc iH^ter to document all

of the outstanding players that have come through the ranks of
TSU.

The

abundance of talent that has called Hale Stadium

home is remarkable by any standards, but the fact that it came
PHOTO COURTESY OF TSU SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
from a little school once known as the Agricultural and
Industrial Normal School for Negroes, makes it that much
TSU's former Athletic Director, Howard
more striking. So as the TSU faithful prepare to say goodbye Gentry Sr. Gentry also served as head
to Hale Stadium, the memories that it evoked should live for-

"Three Sisters" casts talented students
from page 6

players

Barry Scott (assistant director) introduced
me to the program and I auditioned."
'This is a wonderful experience,"
said De'Shon, who will be debuting as
Irina. "It's good working with Kimberley

LaMarque and Barry Scott. They have a
vast knowledge of theater."

football coach from 1955-60.

The cast also includes Adele Akin,

Performances will run from Nov. 23-

Drew Ivie, Christopher A. Jones, William
Prater, Montez Ross, Richard Armstrong,
Brandon Hayes, Marlon Styles, James
Springer, Jason Hudlin, Darrell Ackles,
Turquoise Gaskins, Shana Hurt, Aisha
Grandberry, Sameerah Walker, Norris

25. Curtain call is at 8 p.m.. Tickets are
$10 for general admission and are avail

Ford, Shalonda Carney, D'Andrea Long

943-1085.

and Karita Golden.

able at Ticket Master. •

For more information,
contact Barry Scott at

Novem

Page 8
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The Tennessee stadium
parking. "No transportation has been planned for," Hefner

How much will it cost us to call
it home?

said. "To my knowledge most students on campus have cars,
butif transportation comes upas a problem we might haveto
provide some."

Seating arrangements have also not been worked out.
Seating will most likely be finsl come first served.

By George Reddick
Sports Writer
The 1999 Tennessee State Tiger football team will be
calling the Tennessee Stadium home. This move became offi
cial two years ago when Nashvillians decided to use pro
posed tax money to help build the stadium.
"We were originally asked to pay between $251,000 and
$363,000. That has been reduced $ 130,000," President James
A. Hefner said.

That money is to be paid yearly over a 30-year period.
This payment is for use of the stadium for all home games
and two classics per year.
According to Hefner, although attendance at a classic
averages around 55,000. a crowd of 30,000 in one classic
game will pay for the leasing of the stadium for the year after
expenditures.

"We have been talking to Grambling, Southern and
Alabama A&M," Hefner said. "Two of those teams will be

picked to play in classics against TSU."
The expenditures include a sales tax on the total revenue,
Ticketmaster staffing, officials, medical crews, gate atten
dance ticket takers and other miscellaneous transactions.

Another large expenditure is the $400,000 to be paid to the
teams involved in the classics. In essence, TSU is paying

Thestadium will provide jobsfor thecommunity as well
as students of the school."Studentpositionswillbe available.
There may be some internships," Hefner said. "Our football

players will possibly be recmited by the Tennessee Oilers
because they will be seen by (Oiler scouts), while they are
playing in the Oilers' stadium."
Hale Stadium is slated to become a practice facility for

the football team and a place for high school teams to play
their championship games. "They will get to practice on a
well maintained field instead of the field they are presently

practicing on," Hefner said.
Hale stadium is not destined to remain a practice fieldforever. "We got $112 million from the state to update the
campus,but they wouldnot give us money for anything deal
ing with athletics. The present 16,000 seat stadium will be
expanded to 40,000 seats. Hale stadium will be filled in,
making it a bowl shape. It will have an upper deck, and a
clubhouse.

"We will have to start with a new foundation because the

present one is not level or solid. The structural pillars are
cracking and the facility is becoming unstable. We are look
ing at a major job to undertake. $40 million to $50 million
will be needed. Alumni support is less than $500,000 a year,
and that money goes to scholarships for athletes," Hefner
said. "There is no time table in place for the renovation on
Hale Stadium"

After expenses, TSU gels to keep all revenue from,tick

"The stadium deal is really a wiu-wiu situation," Hefuet

et sales, parking, concessions, broadcast rights and advertis said. We get state of the art locker rooms that include recep
ing. Revenue per year couldbe around $2 million. Some of tion areas. We are playingon natural turf. Luxury box suites
the revenue generated from the stadium will go will be available for university officials, student leaders and
towardswomen's athletic programs. Since the NCAA ruled
all athletic programs throughout the U.S. to upgrade the

women's programs making them comparable to men's, addi
tional money has to be put into their programs.
No money will actually leave TSU's hands to pay for the
stadium. 'The money we make from the classics will pay for
the stadium," Hefner said.

Hefner also stated that there will be no change in ticket

prices. Home games for students will still befree and classics

major contributors to the university for all events taking place
in the stadium. We are. now in a great recruiting position.
There is no excuse for not getting the best. The campus sells
itself. Now we will be able to call a professional football sta
dium home, which to my knowledge no other school can

Even though the stadium is presented as the best deal,
many feel that the biggest expense is the loss of our history
in "the Hole," as Hale Stadium is affectionately called. "The

TSU's winningest coach, John A. Merritt, celel

see "Last" on page 15

head football coach in 1963. His all-time recoi

will be at least $10. But a new charge that will be added, is

Stadium will be missed
By Manuel Solomon
Sports Writer

said.

J. Jackson, the nighttii
game room, says he can not

Many great athletes have played in
William Jasper Hale Stadium and many great
players continue to perfonn there, from Tyrone

Butterfield to Jarrick Hillery and Leon Murray.
As of Nov. 21, "the Hole" will become a

piece of history. The loyal TSU fans will gath
er to fill the benches of Hale stadium and watch

the '98-'99 Tigers make history, as they play

in one sentence. "There is nc
that, but in a novel or an e
said. "The Hole' is kno\

South, it used to be the
Nashville, and it was knowi
ings."

"The Hole" has playedJ
tory of the TSU athletic p

dents said when they hear
first
thing that comes to
Some students feel the atmosphere in the
newstadium will notbe the same as a game'in Hole".
Other students felt that
Hale stadium. "'The Hole' means home field
athleticism
was being taking
advantage; I just can't see the stadium down
what is said to be the last game in " the Hole".

PHOTO COintTESY OF EDWARD GRAVES

TSU's Aristocrat of Bands has plans for a special performance in Saturday's game

against Texas Southern University. In addition to the halftime performance, the
band may perform apost-game show commemorating their last time officially play
ing on the field.

town being home of the Tigers. I really can't has been the womb where s
see it," Michael Worable, a graduating senior ceived, nurtured and given I

er 18,1998
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to
Weekend Activities

II
I

Wriday, Nov. 20
IT

Pep Rally, Amphitheateiv noon
Reunion Dance, Municipal

I

^Auditorium Lower Level, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
A

5'

Saturday, Nov. 21

w

i

Honorary Reception, Tiger Pride

fVillage, Hale Stadium, 11 a.m.
I

Final Game, TSU vs. Texas

feouthem. Hale Stadium, 1 p.m.

M.

Good luck TloersI

'5fe56e,58.Tl8-i53^aa41^g9:.^0^2|g49r<H"ii:gg^

PHOTO COURTESY OF TSU SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE TENNESSEANIYEARBOOK

»rates with his signature cigar after winning his 200th game. Merritt became TSU's
d 232-65-11. His record at TSU was 172-33-7.

their first 19 games in Hale stadium.

>y young and old
.1

.

Well, is the gang all here?
•

I

'"The Hole' i.s the cradle that has raised
lager of the

giants, trailblazers and heroes; the death of her

e "the Hole"

will terminate an uncontested legacy not only at
TSU, but in academia worldwide.

lieway to do
ossible," he

)ughout the
place for
; homecom-

rt in the hi.sSome sto-

footbali the
ind is "the
1of football
"The Hole"
e been con-

The 1953-54 team played in the inaugural season at The Hole.
The first game played in the stadium was Nov. 26,1953 when the
Tigers beat Kentucky State 34-13. The Tigers went undefeated in

Pep Club will forever carry
f

the soul of "the Hole'

"And finally "the Hole" is the paradigm to By Brian Frazier

which any pursuer of athletic excellence

inevitably is obligated to "gaze upon, it is the
nucleus of athletic perfection," the Rev. Lee R.
Brown Jr., agraduaUng senior said.
^
"Graduates will greatly miss the Hole and
what it truly stood for," Mr. James Winters, an

active aiumnus of TSU, said. "^^The ho e sym.

bolizes the great championship days the ^

Merritt era, the 11 championships. It also rep
resents HBCU's great athletic abilities.
Students at TSU have various reasons for
attending the games in "the Hole."
see "Hale" on page 15

Sports Writer

Once the last home game has been played in
Hale Stadium, fans will be able to take their mem

ories of "the Hole," their support of "the Hole"
and most importantly the soul of "the Hole" with
them to the new stadium.

The current success of the football season can

be contributed to the hard work of the team, the
wisdom of the coaches and the drive to eam a

playoff spot. Maybe the success depends on the
weather conditions at the games or even the thou

sands of screaming fans. But to a few really dedi
^

cated fans, the success of the football team, at
least at home games, has been because of motiva
tion from the Pep Club.

Pep Club member lesha Sprewell, a criminal
justice major from Milwaukee, Wis., said, "I feel
the Pep Club is a very supportive organization that
boosts the spirits of the team as well as the fans."

"The Pep Club gets it crunk every game. I
am a freshman and being in the Pep Club gives
me a lot of school spirit," Carmen Spence, a mar
keting major from Cincinnati said. Some of the
favorite cheersof the Pep Club are "Say La La,"
"Is the gang all here," arid "PPI (Party People
Incorporated)."

The PepClub has been cheering on Tennessee
State University teamsfor several years. The memsee "Games" on page 15
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Black Tie Affairs caters to community
1

Black Tie Affairs was
started
when

Clinton

Kathy

moved to
was

a

to

and full ser-

vice hospitality staffing

||Em^

^HjljjjlHH

business. Clinton saw a

^

need for a

/

If you don't know how to market, you
will not make any money. I didn't go to

and decided to use his

college, but I have a lot of drive...which

experience and reputaone • of

is all it takes."

Black Tie Affairs staff members serve up hospital-

Providing people with jobs and giv
ing them a chance in life is what Clinton
Britt, chief executive officer of Black
Tie Affairs, aims for.

meaXs and concession stands.

name as professional as the Britts want
ed the business to be. They checked into

the name, and found out that as long as

room service then pro
moted his business further by typing let
ters and making calls informing area

they kept "Affair" after "Black Tie"
there would be no infringement.

companies of his business. His first
position was
with Southern Hills

Medical Center, who needed a dietary
chef. Clinton had never been a dietary
chef, but instead of backing down, he
looked at the situation as a learning

Black Tie Affairs provides profes
sionally trained hospitality staffing for experience.
any event ranging from large banquets to
small dinner parties. It also provides
banquet services, bartenders, dishwash
ers, porters, busboys, hospital dietary

The name Black Tie Affairs comes

from the Black Tie Limo Service, a

Clinton started out in

itv at its finest.
finpst
ity

Community View Writer

Hospital, the Nashville Arena, Southern
Hills Medical Center and Opryland.
"You have to be a people person,"
Clinton said. "What I do is very reward
ing...! work hard at it. This is a business
where you have to know how to market.

industry

I Nashville's best waiters
PHOTO FROM BLACK TIE WEBSITE to becomc a booming

By Janella Devine Buckner

money; now his list of customers include

David Lipscomb University, Baptist

Clinton and Kathy Britt are the par
ents of four children ranging in ages
from 14 to 22. Along with being a busy
entrepreneur, Clinton also coaches a
girls AAU basketball team and wants to

continue to give to his community. "I do

a lot in the community. I like to give
back," Clinton said.

Britt had workers at different local

establishments and paid them with the

money he made from working for

Black Tie Affairs is located at 300
Berkley Dr. in Madison, Tenn. For more
information, call 868-2583 or 978-2584.

Southern Hills.

CWtviotv siaricd the business no

Senator's widow defeats opponent suspected of murder
By Hillary S. Condon and

later identified Looper driving away

Timothy O. Bond
Community View Writers

from the scene of the crime in his dark-

a position that he still holds (from the
county jail). He is being sued for $1.2

beloved

2 8-year

million by his ex-girlfriend Terry Guess,

veteran

and

who claims he forced her to have sex

state

and illegally transferred ownership of

senator has

her house into his name.

into

a ray of

Looper was indicted in March on 14

counts of theft andmisuse of hisposition
as Putnam County Assessor of Property,

murder of
a

colored late-model Chevy Corsica.

Jj^

hope for a

mourning The Late Senator Burks
family and a campaign allegedly out of
control. Support for the family of slain
senator Tommy Burks and Tennessee's
15th senate district was instilled with the

victory of a write-in candidate, the late
senator's widow, Charlotte Burks.
The late senator, who had been a
member of the state senate since 1978,

was found slumped over in his truck,
shot once in the head. There was no sign
of a struggle or robbery.
His Republican opponent, Byron
(Low Tax) Looper (who legally changed
his middle name from Anthony to (Low
Tax) during an earlier, unsuccessful

campaign), was indicted on Oct. 23 for
first-degree murder, after disappearing
the day Burks was killed. A witness

Throughout all of his legal ordeals,
Looper and his many lawyers have
maintained their silence. However, his

legal troubles, coupled with general
unpopularity in his own district, led

and spoke.spersons for Burks declined to
comment on the future, but as it stands,
she plans to take over her husband's
position.

Students turnout in

high numbers
Out of 300,600 registered voters in
Davidson County, 97,465 took to the

polls in the Nov. 3 general elections.
Tennessee State University students and
other citizens of northwest Nashville
surprised officials of the 21st District

when a great number showed up to cast
their votes.

Republican

incumbent

Don

Brad Todd, executive director of the

Sundquist was reelected as governor and
Tennessee Republican Party, to deny amendments toprivatize prisons andend

they ever supported Looper in any way,
and professed that they never would.
For the Nov. 3 elections, Tommy

term limits were defeated.

Burks' name was removed from the bal

During the election, Kevin Clark,
officer of elections for the 21 st District,
said, "We had a lot of students come,

lot, yet Looper's still remained.
Realizing that Looper would win by
default, even from jail, supporters of

and I think they have made the differ
ence in termsof what we are accustomed
to seeing at this particular hour."

Burks convinced his widow to run as a

According to Belinda Brown, the

write-in candidate.

First Precinct fail-safe judge, out of 356

"Miss Charlotte" emerged victori
ous, even with her loss, and is now the

them were TSU students.

District 15 State Senator.

There was

speculation before and after the election
that she never intended to carry out the
senator's position. The democratic party

voters at 2 p.m., approximately 75 of
"I think everyone should come out
and vote. How are we going to make a

see"turnout" on page 11
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Conference attempts to address major issues
By Timothy O. Bond

right to development, the right to protec

Community View Writer

tion and the right to participation," he

period, the UN moved tothe point where

said.

it had a few hundred coalitions around

Campus

According to White, within a two-year

Calendar

The luncheon speaker was Bishop

the world to 100 nations agreeing to

from racism to land mines, the Nashville
chapter of the United Nations held a

C. Dale White of the United Methodist
Church and author of Making A Just

eliminate land mines. "So that illustrates

November 18 - The Men of Alpha

Human Rights Conference at Fisk
University Oct. 30-31.
The conference speakers and lectur

Human Right

w

what people power can do when you're
organized," he said. Officials were very
pleased with the conference's atten

Phi Alpha present "Brother 2 Sister,"
7 p.m., FPCC Forum, Rm. 210.

and
ers helped to inform those attending Domination

^
^

In fln effort to address every issue

Peace:

about the condition of the world and
where improvements should be made.

Svstems.

^
^

He

>

addressed the

^

Most classes lasted over three hours.
The lectures included "Peace and

Universal

^

Declaration of

g

"Women and Children," "Race and

Rights. White

Militarism," "Economic Development," Human pil^BB
Ethnicity" and "Environmental Issues,"
after which the group gathered at the
Appleton Room in Jubilee Hall for
lunch.

Among those speaking was Ken
Schroeder, manager of the United
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) in

Atlanta, who also opened the conference
on Saturday with a speech about human
rights and its relation to children.
Schroeder spoke of male children in
third world countries that are forced to

join their country's army and female
children who are forced to marry.
"Children have the right to survival, the

g

Bishop White

November 18 - "Islam, The Perfect
"I hope people become more aware Path," LRC Auditorium, 6 p.m.

dance.

of the United Nations and the United
-Nations's association, which is a citizen

An example of ihe people's power
ful voice is the fight against land mines.

Union meeting, LRC Auditorium, 6

membership organization with 175 chap
p.m.
ters throughout the country," James
Quirin, president of the Nashville chap November 19 - Engineering lecture
ter of the United Nations and professor series, FPCC Forum, Rm. 210, 6:30
of history at Fisk, said.
p.m.
"The only way you can have change November 19 - "Living Single" semi

played
an
instrumental role in the development of a
great numberof UN organizations, being is if people attend more conferences like
this and base more opinions and learn
a founder in many environmental organi
zations and part of the coalition thatcre more," Schoeder said; "It's all about
ated the worship service as part of a learning and finding out where different
recent Earth Summit. Whitealso-played people are coming from. The more dia
logue, the better."
a partin the straggle against apartheid.
The bishop spoke of the change
The conference ended with Bishop
made when people speak out. " Some
White's
book signing of Making A Just
people are calling this the decade of the
people," he said. "Because from country Peace: Human Right and Domination
to country the people are raising up to systems. •
speak."

November 19 - BaptistStudent

Voter turnout sparks
local awareness

nar, Heiman Street Apartments, 7 p.m.
November 19 - Alpha Nation

Pageant, Kean Hall Gym, 8 p.m.
Now through November 20 - 4th
Annual FightAgainst Hunger Food
Drive, sponsored by the department
of Residence Life and Eppse Hall.

Canned goods and non-perishable
food items can be dropped off at
Residence Life, Heiman Street
Apartments, Rudolph Center, and
Boyd, Eppse, Hankal, Hale, Watson
and Wilson haJls.

from page 10
change if we don't make out opinions' November 20 - Cheerleader/ Pom
known," Vicki Epperson, a senior Pen Squad Fashion Show, Kean Hall'^-

An PUffT fJoTajaoKjf

Part-Time

LoaderAJntoader

299-S964

Applications
Accepted
Mon-Thurs 9-4

Computer science major said. "People Gym, 7 p.m.
think they can complain about it, but November 20 - Pre-Alumni Club
they didn't bother to come out and vote;
meeting, Elliot Hall Auditorium, 6
you can't complain unless you vote."
TSU alumna Adrienne Davis con

Noon Day

2pm-6pm - M-F

$9.00

Twilight

6pm-11pm - M-F

$9.00

Midnight

11pm-4am - M-F

$9.50

Pre-load

1:30am-6:30am - M-F

$9.50

Sunrise

3am-8am - Tues-Sat

$9.50

p.m.

November 20 - International

curred. "I'm excited to be here voting,"
she said. "I think everybody should

Friendship Dinner, FPCC Rm. 319, 7

come out and vote because of what our

p.m.

ancestors went through to get this. It's
ridiculous for people not to come out
here and exercise their right to vote."
Besides a moral obligation, citizens
also wanted change. Democratic sup

November 21 - Alpha Nation Tailgate
Party, II a.m.
November 21 - Texas Southern

University vs. TSU (for the last game

porter and Metro school teacher Bill in "the Hole") 1 p.m.

Bowin said, "I hope that the legislature
will do something about this teacher pay

raise situation, as well as this situation

about crime and privatization of pris
ons."

Despite the Republican attacks on
the Democratic party, many fell the

November 24 - West Coast

Connection meeting, FPCC Rm. 319,
8:30 p.m.
November 24 - Tiger Victory

Fellowship meeting, LRC Auditoriunf^

7-9 p.m.
November 25 - Sigma Student Art
come of the election.
Showcase, FPCC Forum, Rm. 210, II
"It's a state and local election, pri
marily, so people pretty much know a.m.- 1 p.m.
what's going on here locally," said November 26-29 - THANKSGlVI'
attacks would have no effect on the out

Greene Ui.

«r

S
o

Exit 43

An FDX Company
330! Knight Dr.
Nashville. TN 37207

Brfley Pfc/weet

Clark. "I just think the paradox of voter

participation has been effecting votes
election, I don't think it had an outcome

Now through December 4 "Pathwork," works by Noris Benet

because none of the national elections

and Renee La Rose, at the Hiram V. --

are taking place right now." •

Gordon Art Gallery on TSU's main

since day one, but as it relates to this

TMnity Ln.WMt

F^i»m Nashvlile

ING BREAK

campus.

Arts and Entertainment

Latinos breaking barriers
By Sparkle Davis
Arts-

&

Entertainment

Writer

Names like Jennifer Lopez,
Antonio

Banderas,

Michael

DeLorenzo and Salma Hayek
have taken their talents to new

heights by breaking the barriers
for Hispanics in the entertain

Lopez began her career as
one of Fly Girls on the hit come

on television shows such as
Sinbad and HBO's Dream On.

After television, she began
her film career. She is most rec

ognized in the film Desperado
in which she starred along with
Antonio Banderas. Her other

Fool's Rush In, Four Rooms and
the current Studio 54. Her next

project is The Faculty, a science

dy the show In Living Color.
She has played many roles

which he wrote and

Presents:

produced. This sum-

Other Latina actresses such
as Elizabeth Pena' and Rosie

a rat in Dr. Dnlittle and
starred with Tomei in A

Perez all have their plates filled

Brother's Kiss.

with work.

next film. Frogs and

starring

in

Geographical
Reflections of Eden.

jA

Chris Tucker and Jackie Chan.

ring alongside Harry

Her most recognized film role is

Hamlin and Barbara

in the film, Labamba. Perez is

Hershey.
Esai Morales got

ject.

, U- turn and Blood and Wine.
Her career took off when she

Banderas is another talented
Latino. He is one of the most

portrayed the slain Tejano singer

sought after actors in Hollywood
today.
Starring
in
this
summer's,r/ie Mask of Zorro,

Selena Quintanilla in the movie,
Selena.

Her performance in that

his film career has taken off. He

Golden

has starred in films with promi
nent actors like Tom Hanks and

Antonio Banderas

His

S?iakes,

and producer's seat for this pro

mography includes Money Train

mer he was the voice of

Pena is currently in the film
Rush Hour starring opposite

untitled, but she is in the director

was where she headed. Her fil-

Globe nomination. Lopez is the
highest paid Latina actress, earn

National

and

also busy with a new project for
an HBO movie. It is currently

on television, but a career in film

movie earned her a

A

His other film

include
Revloh's spokespersons along which she won an Oscar for best credits
with Halle Berry and Cindy supporting actress in 1993. Carlito's Way, Romeo
Crawford. Like everyone else, Tomei is currently in the off-beat and Juliet, The Fan,
she started off doing small roles movie. Slums of Beverly Hills Spawn and The Pest,

ment industry and proving that
film credits include FLED,
Latino's are definitely on the
rise.

Everything,
Newman

a comedic

thriller. He will be star-

''

his big break in the Salma Hayek
movie Bad Boys with
actor Sean Penn. He can also be

seen in the movie, My FamilyMi Familia. His other film cred-

its include the award-winning

HBO drama. The Burning
Season, In the Army Now,
Freejack , Labamba

television

movie

and the

Circle

of

known for her exotic look, she is

not only taking over Hollywood,
but also the cosmetics world.

The actress is currendy one of

sitcom, A Different World, as
Maggie Lawton. Her film credits
include Untamed Heart, Only
You, Four Rooms
opposite
Hayek and My Cousin Vmny, in

self-titled
self-

on a new film called Doomsday.
Lou Diamond Phillips' big
break came in 1987 in the. movie

and went platinum. With the suc
cess of the first, the others fol
lowed the same pattern. His
'^wt

television shows like A//am/ Vice

and N.Y.P.D Blue. He is most

recognized for his role as a flam
boyant drag queen in the film To
Wong
Foo,
Thanks for

other artists. In 1992, Secada's

Deceit. He is currently working

Sylvester Stallone. His film
credits include Desperado,
Never Talk to Strangers, Labamba. He has been featured
in other movies such as The First
Philadelphia and Assassins.
scheduled to hit theaters later
John Legiuzamo, comedian, Power, Young Guns and Young
known actress has also brought
this year.
actor and director; what can you Guns II and the criticallyher acting skills to the front
Marisa Tomei starred oppo
say, he's doing it all. He started acclaimed Courage Under Fire.
burner by starring in a number of
site Lisa Bonet in the television
his career playing small roles in This past spring he starred in The
films with hot actors. Mostly
Big Hit opposite Mark Wahlberg

ing $I mi7/ion per film. She is
-fiction thriller which also stars
currently the voice of Azteca in
Elijah Woods (Deep Impact)
the Dreamworks film Antz.
atvd R&B singer Usher, which is
Saima Hayek, another weW-

shows in high school and earned
a Master's Degree in Jazz Vocals
from the University of Miami.
He was discovered by Emilio
Estefan,
the husband of singer
^ste
Gloria Estefan, and began
' C®'
singing
backup for Gloria and
^'^8
album was released

albums have sold over 6 million

copies worldwide.
Fat Joe, who recently visited
Tennessee State University,
emerged as the first Puerto Rican
rapper in 1992 with his first
^app
album
^'^lu Represent. In 1995, his

and Bokeem Woodbine.

second album. Jealous One's

Latinos are also sitting' on
top of the music charts. Jon
Secada started singing in talent

Envy, bum-rushed the industry
with hits like, "Dedication" and

see "Latinos" on page 14

Five Young Men delivers Inspiration through spiritual message
By Keith Barbee
Arts & Entertainment
Editor

Atlanta's Five Young Men is
a gifted quintet with a spiritual
message.

Group members; Carroll
"CB" Braddy, • 17; Gregory
Kirkland,

17;

Bradford

McWhorter, 16; Roman Tarplin,
15; and Bruce Mayhew, 12;
auditioned for superstar produc
er Maurice Starr and were hand-

picked from 250 applicants to
become Five Young Men.
Although they did not grow

said. "Each one makes up the
chemistry."
Starr is the visionary who
brought New Edition and New

"We're blessed, God has

low

them

(NE,

through the music."
When not singing, the
young men can be found doing
average things like going to

church, playing basketball and
video games and going to the
movies. "We have a good time,"

Kids on the Block to the world.

"It is not a big thing trying to fol
NKOTB),

although they were headliners,"

Kirkland said.

Gospel music has exploded

Brad said. "Success is a destina

tion not a journey."
The group has already made

onto the music scene thanks to

a name for themselves in music

and God's Property. These artists
often find their singles and
albums vying for the top of the
Billboard charts along with
Brandy, Jay-Z and Next.
Many traditional church

Kirk Franklin, Yolanda Adams

circles,
performing
almost
everywhere. They have per
formed

at the Clinton/ Gore

Inaugural

Ball,

The

Steller

Awards, The House Of Blues,
and has made several television

up together and met through
iiuditions, group members are

appearances including New York

brothers in Christ. "All of us

Gospel Explosion and Fox After

have our own personalities," CB

Breakfast.

Undercover,

Bobby

Jones

opened up the doors. All we have
to do is push and thrive to get
through," Kirkland said. "It's not
about success anymore, if it ever
was. The goal .is to save lives

saying, "It's about fulfilling the
great commission.

"Goye to the highways and
byways' at the Stellar Awards,"
Kirkland said. "Why save folks
that are already saved, get out
side the box."

Balancing their careers and

school is not a hard task for the
group. "We keep school first and

travel with a tutor," Tarplin said.
The young men are already look
ing toward higher educations.

'CB graduated two years early
and has been accepted into

this commercial success, but

Morehouse," Kirkland said.
Kirkland indicated that
Benedict College in South
Carolina was his school of

Five Young Men feel differendy.

choice. "We went for the Baptist

folk are not as adamant about

Kirkland quoted Kirk Franklin

see "Men" on page 14

Boyz II Men and Narada

/-V

Compact

i Michael Waldon (Whitney
I Houston, Shanice Wilson)
j, served as writers and producers

5 I;ofthehernamefreshman
disc. Aftesrr allall
dropping has been

albums out there. This christian-oriented

something supernatural about it. Sparkle

band knows how to throw down the beats.

Davis

From fast grooves to slow jams, dc Talk
clearly gets the message across,

Mysteries of Life Come Clean

The group consists ofthree members
Kevin Smith, Michael Tait and Toby
done, Tatyana may want to concon McKeehan. This album should go plattinue to daydream aboutherractact inum with songs such as "Dive,"
ing career. Keith Barbee
"Consume Me' and the title track
Tatyana Ali Kiss the Sky
"Supernatural."
So anyone that enjoys alternative
dc Talk Supernatural
Tatyana Ali will probably be rememis
oni
This is one of the best alternative
lative music, give dc Talk a try. Itjust may be

Discussions

bered as Ashley Banks, the

i ani speeding 65 mph down the interstate in my Lexus and suddenly I am in
bumper-to-bumper traffic. A man in a
money green Lincoln Navigator with tintwindows slowly stops beside me.
My g^rg ^j-g automatically drawn into
the tuneful hums ofthe guitar on "Come
Clean" by rock band Mysteries of Life.

V The group includes four guys and one girl

character she played on /

from Bloomington,

The

Navigator was
on my side
I heard "TellMe," an up-tempo song that
helped me accelerate up to 70 mph.
When I set my Lexus to cruise control, it
was smooth sailing as I reached my destination- the Floyd Payne Campus
Center.
As I rushed to class, a thought ran
across my mind- "I Forgot to Say
Goodbye" to the man in the Navigator.

ofBel-Air. She even has

a CD to prove it.

tt

The first half of the

mi t

Vanilla Icc Hard to Swallow

disc is sort of like watch

ing Fresh Prince reruns, gy Kiuleia Brandon
with the exception of the . _

^

^

first

,

single

p c

. n/

personal style, contribution to the rap genre and most
importantly
his
famous and unique
original piece "Ice
Ice Baby".
Since his disappear-

Arts & Entertainment Writer

"Daydreamin", with its
...
r, .
.

The

following

hip hop flair and the
.
,^
_ ,
r T j review requires the
street nonsense of Lord
,
,
.
j
. /-.
reader to hum the tune
Tanq and Peter Gunz.
^
^
, .
^
-1 .1. of Vanilla Ice's
Ice s first

,
i

•

•'

that Tatyana shines. She
holds her own on the

gospel-tinged ballad "He
Loves Me,"

the

scene, Ice has apparently found himself

All right stop, eval-

produced a new and unjqug CD. Tracks like "Murder Beach

Ice is back with a

brand new invention,
Something,
that
and fier Kelly Price-writ
will make you wonder,
ten duet "Yesterday"
What state ofmind, is this guy under.
with Chico DeBai^e.
|
Vanilla went from rap, to heavy metal rock.
Tatyana is one con
Music's kind of creepy, strange like Dr. Spock,

more original disc u.S.A," "Satan Sends a Rat" and
entitled Hard to "Bloody Mary" create a cosmic sound,

track "Kiss The Sky"

nected, new artist. She is

on

Michael

Jackson's

(Star Trek)

To his fans / stress the word called different.
Pop it in your player and begin to listen.

label, MJJ. Will Smith
served as co-executive

Chorus:

producer and high rollers
like Rodney Jerkins
(Brandy, Mary J. Blige),
Shawn

Stockman

of

Swallow.
This CD is one to be questioned because it
breaks all the boundaries of modem music. Vanilla
Ice presents tracks that have an alternative, rock 'n'

however others Vike "The Haunting of
pianet Earth" and "Destroy Puny
Earthlings" sound messy and have that
heavy metal flavor that triggers a

roll, yet faddish-style beat.

headache.

The lyrics are ignored because the listener gets

''

Theband is composed of three young

caught up in the instrumental contributions. It's hard women who assume the names of
to swallow tracks like "Zig Zag" and the remake of famous monsters. Devil Doll is the lead

"Ice Ice Baby" because they lack the creativity that guitarist, She-Zilla plays the drums while
the stronger-felt tracks like "Fantasy" and "The Vampire Girl rocks the rhythm guitar.

Ice, Ice, Baby,
CD is nice, nice, maybe.
Ifyou like a sound that's crazy,

\

From the album cover to the selection

u new image and has titles. In the Night is a cute, colorful and

uate and listen,

title

Metra Baugh

|^^H| ance from the music Famous Monsters In the Night

VLf fT H release "Ice Ice Baby." •||

second half of the disc

Let's take a trip down memory lane. I challenge

you to remember the early '90s when rap was at its
introductory peak and various artists like Vanilla Ice
challenged the industry; Ice is remembered for his

Honey Song" possess.

it's odd it's Ice, Ice, Baby.

I

The three come together to create a
futuristic surf rock style recording. I
admire their effort, creativity and unique
presentation, however the galactic twist to
all 15 tunes sound exactly alike. Kiuleia

Brandon

Keith Sweat Still in the Game
Well, he's back again with a new

doesn't feel "underserved."

sound which is sure to be appealing to
some. Not exactly as good as the first

NHSC clinicians in his community
want to be sure he never will.

album Make it Last Forever, but whafcan

I say; nothing is as good as the first.

Like Bobby and his mother, millions of Americans live in communi
ties without access to adequate health care. Ifyou are considering
a career in health care and would like to help a community like

Bobby's, the NHSC has competitive scholarships that can help you
reach your goal.

On this album, Keith collaborates
with 01 Skool and various other artists on

several tracks. With this new approach,
he's more suave and into the melodyof his
music with tracks like "Come Get Wit

Me" featuring Snoop Dogg, 'Too Hot," a

duet with Jermaine Dupri and the sultry

For information about thisand otherNHSC opportunities,
call usat 1-80O-221-9393.
www.bphc.hrsa.dhhs.gov/nhsc/

H NationalHealth ServiceCorps
The NaUoiwl Health S«vice Cops is aprogram of Ow Federal l^3fthR^c«
Adminlstraiion'
s Bureau oftoPriitaiy
Heafth Care, witiicti is the focal
SmServices
for providirrg
primary t«afthcara
urKjerse.vedafKJvul.»rable^

"Love Jones" with Too Short, Eric
Sermon and Playa.
Keith has proven that he's "still in the

game" on this album and I'm pretty sure
that he will make it last forever. Sparkif.
Davis

/• ^

see "Compact" on page 14
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can cost $10 and a genuine alli
gator organizer will set you

back $595, but a Franklin day
runner may cost $80 and con
tain more features. The idea is
to get your money's worth.
Most planners contain calen

fCvS onfusion

dars, telephone/address pages, a
slot for a pen and a note pad.

These features can be
found in your smaller
planners that average

By Kiuleia Brandon

As the demand for plan- |B||B||M

Arts & Entertainment Writer

U.S. citizen with a family, career and a

because of certain features. Jaha Martin, a

social life.

speech pathology and audiology major,
said, " it makes me use my time wisely."
Martin owns a $12 day runner, unlike
junior Chemistry major Angela Adams

In addition to the exterior of a plan
ner, some planners fasten, zip, tie up of
use velcro binding."! love my planner

Iljfconlykepingpeobecauseit zips up," masscommunications
major Reagan Toomer said. "Because of

this, I have no worries when it comes to

loosing loose paper."

Planners are not

V pie organized,
'll they are becom-

ners increases, more features

Many know them as planners or orga
nizers. Others say day runners, while pro

are being offered. Some planners include everything from

fessionals prefer filofax. Whoever the user
or whatever the name, the purpose of this
trendy invention is to get and keep you

diskette

organized.

Planners come in a variety of shapes,
colors, styles, sizes and textures. Some

credit/ business card holders,

envelopes,

pockets,

receipt

storage

binders,

loose leaf/ ruled note pads,
shopping list sheets, sticky
notes, calculators, rulers, maps, side open
ing pockets, checkbook storage, personal

planners are small enough to fit in your
pocket while others require storage space
in something as large as a briefcase.
Prices vary according to how stylish
and organized you need to be. A simple

planner averaging $80. This planner is

miniature pocket telephone/ address book

designed for the typical male or female

expenses, and of course, "things to do"
sheets.

All these features can be found in a

why I have a planner is because it was a
gift from my mother," mass communica

'J

fashion.

tions major Sean Livingson said. "My

J

Designers from

V
I

Coach,
Bauer

mother knows how unorganized I am so I
use it to keep track of everything that I

B

Kenneth Cole all

9

offer their version

•

of

, Eddie
and

"must

have"

B_ planners.
Many people say they can not func
tion without their planner. "Planners are
very convenient," senior marketing major
Ashley Cunningham said. "When I formu
late a "to do" list at night, I feel as if I've
made an accomplishment when I check
something off." Others like their planners

from page 12
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CoHcgo Crib
Shop
VSknos 10«8

>

The ffei^ *TGUgiri"Soieatshf'rts $26—
fifom and Ood Lmhreidered Gu^eaiehirte $2^^^^
Childrens Soyeatshirts $17—
Greek CD Cases $9—

Greek "Lets Da Lunch"Gags $S—
and mang mare in-stare reductians

on the 1998 OUC Championship.

Good Luck on Saturday!

-The College Cribj
lUhere The Phat College Gear LIueslll

professionals can find planners that are
geared toward family and career lifestyles.
No matter how much you pay, what
color you buy or what features you enjoy
"plan" on being organized. •

Compact DISCussions
Christ Pages of Life Chapters J & II
O praise the Lord all ye nations: praise
him all ye people. -Psalms 117

in

the

entertainment

Five Young Men
from'page 12
Convention there and the choir

turned out the house," Kirkland
said.

The group aspires success
equivalent to that of the legendary
gospel group Fairfield Four. "We
have a plan and God had a plan for
Five Young Men," Braddy said.
The group professes to listen
ing to everyone on the gospel side
of music from CeCe Winans to
Fred Hammond.

The youngest member of the

Congratulations to the
Tigers of Tennessee State Unluersity

tures that focus on school activities with

Looney Tunes characters while adults and

Ifrom page13

industry. •

Greek ffeece Paflooers $fO^ oif

All age groups benefit from planners.
Some companies specialize in planners
that are specific to certain age groups.
Adolescents can find planners with fea

Punisher have also made impacts on
the music industry.
From the small screen to the big

boundaries

Thanksgiving Safe

have to do."

"Bronx Tales." His third release,
Don Cartagena is his best effort to
date. Latino artists Veronica and Big

screen and everything in between,
Latinos have proven that there are no

EMk^'Greet

ment from the home front. "The reason

111 ing a trend in

Latinos rising

^

who purchased her TSU "day minder"
from the TSU bookstore for only $4.
Adams said, "I use my planner to record
important occasions, birthdays of my
friends and record important calls."
Some, even need a little encourage

group finally opened up before
leaving to witness through song at
the WNSG Anniversary in
Nashville. "Be sure to get the
album," Mayhew said. The
Christmas disc. Give Love on

Christmas Day, will be released
this month and 5 for 1 will be
released in early '99.
As the debut disc suggests,
these Five Young Men are definite
ly for one God. •

Fred

Hammond

&

Radical

for

Pure, precise praise are the contents found
within Fred Hammond and Radical for Christ's

double CD, Pages of Life Chapters I cfi; 11.
Hammond has been running for the Lord
and he is not going to stop. Since 1985, he has
accomplished 16 CDs, the 1996 Dove Award
in the category of Urban Album of the Year for
Give Your Life, the 1993 Vision Award and
many others.
The 37-year-old contemporary gospel
singer, possesses a strong set of vocal chords
which are backed by an energetic, harmonious
choir (Radical for Christ). The entire CD is
truly a treasure.
Chapter One, composed of new songs,

was studio recorded. "Jesus is All" is simply
ravishing. The words, "Jesus is all the world/
The world to me/ He's my life/ He's everything
that I hope for/ He's everything that I need,"
made me think about all God has blessed me
with and continues to bless me with.

Chapter Two, which has a mixture of old
and new songs, was recorded live in Detroit, at
the Straight Gate Church. The best tracks are
"Glory To Glory To Glory" and "No Weapon."
God should get pure, precise praise every
day, not just on Sunday. Go out and get this CD
so you can praise him through song everyday.
Metra Baugh •
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'Games would just be another game'
without Pep Club spirit
from page 9

bers have their own section at the games
and they travel with the team for most

biggest rivalries. So far this year the Pep
Club has traveled to Memphis for the
Southern Heritage Classic and to the Atlanta
Classic.

"If it wasn't for the Pep Club being
hand and hand with the band, the football

games would just be another game," junior
Malcolm Thornton, an Aristocrat of Bands

member from Memphis said. "We appreci
ate all the love the Pep Club has shown us
this year. Moving to the new stadium just
won't have the same feel at homecoming as
a Black college."
The Pep Club is called the "soul of the
hole." "I feel that they keep the fans' spir
it up when we're losing," Abram
Doughman, a freshman mechanical engi
neering major said. "It makes me feel like
I'm at an outside party instead of a game."
Don "Point" Hollowman, president of

the Pep Club, believes that football games
should continue being played in 'the Hole.'
"1 think the games should be kept in "the
Hole" to keep school spirit here," he said.

back," she said.

Club member. "Being in the crowd people activities said. "I can remember as a little
tend to sit back and chill, whereas the Pep boy going into the locker room, which is

Hole.'"

According to Dr. Vivian Fuller, ath
letic director at TSU, "There is so much

history in 'the Hole' and it will never be
forgotten." She also said that at the final
home game on Nov. 21, there will be
some activities to commemorate the his

tory of 'the Hole.'
'The Hole' will become a full-time

practice field for the Tiger's football
team, and the site for the Tennessee high
school football championship game. The
annual "Battle of the Bands", held dur

fWetn- u/ishes a speedy recovery for our

have a powerful^way ofcontrolling the cam

We miss you!

pus and when you can support our athletic
programs you also support yourself."
The Pep Club supports all sports pro
grams and it plans to support them more

to watch a home game. The club brings a

M may me si a (urpriie,
but for the price of one of these
i£pji

live."

Hollowman said. He also wants to inform

So go out and support the Pep Club for
the last game in "the Hole" because as

students whom are interested in joining the

Shareef said in the Mr. TSU pageant, "It's

Pep Club that applications are still being

larger crowds, and who knows, the Nov.
21 game may not be the last game in 'tlie

ing homecoming week is still scheduled
now the old AFROTC building, another
Club really gets into the game," he said.
for next year, along with several other
Vice president of the Pep Club important part of 'the Hole.'
events. •
"I do think that the stadium down
Reginald "Cool Mill" Shareef, who is also
Mr. TSU, is another person that has strong town is a plus and hopefully it will bring
feelings about the PepClub. "I feel that the
Pep Club is the mostimportant organization
on campus because not only does it gener
ate schoolspiritbut alsopride in the univer
sity," he said. "Athletics in some way can
"mother" Ms. Perlanne London.

When Hollowman took over the posi
sense of pride that seems to take over the
tion of president in September, his main fans' spirit so much that they can't help but
goals were to bring more energy and more to find themselves singing "I'm so glad."
fun to the games. He hopes that the club is
The Pep Club is best summed up by
getting betterand that membership will con Leonard Wilson, a freshman from Detroit
tinue to grow. "This year the Pep Club has who said, "The Pep Club; it's all the way

hears the Pep Club, they play harder,"

Hole' is more than a football stadium,

Keith Caine, a computer science major there is also a track around the field,
from Atlanta, feels there is a difference from where many track meets were spon
watching a game as a regularfan and a Pep sored," Ronald Miles, Dean of student

equally as rime goes on. The Pep Club is a
might forget where they came from and that good spirit booster to everyone who comes

made the difference in play. When the team

from page 8

"I enjoy football and I like to sup
The advisor of the Pep Club, Vema
port
my
HBCU's I also like the battle of
Lyons, says that the TSU students of today
the
bands."
Kimberly Eggerson, also a
need that "old school" spirit that was once
felt all over the campus. "I feel the Pep sophomore from Memphis, said, "I go to
Club is bringingthespiritback to the school the games for the crowd, the food, the
and that is what the campus needs. The band and to support my school."
"The stadium downtown will never
spirit is generated from the old school and
be
a
replacement for 'the Hole.' See 'the
that's what the Pep Club is trying to bring

"Once the team moves downtown, the fans

takes away from school spirit."

Hale thought of as more than a stadium

not about T-S-me, it's all about TSU." •

accepted.

Players thank coaches for support
from page 3

important," Antonio Jones, a sophomore

like to thank our student athletes. They sac

comerback from Birmingham, Ala said.
"It's been a long lime coming and

rificed their summers to make tonight possi

something that we rightfully deserved.

ble."

We've overcome a lot of adversity and
come out on top," Don "Point" Holloman,

The players also thanked the coach.
"This showed how good we are. The seniors
have been stressing to us to stick together as

president of the Pep Club said. •

you can fill your apartment with furniture!
Forthe priceof one over-priced textbookyoucould havean apartmentfullof furniture.
Aaron Rents offers a special 14-piece student filmiture package for one low monthly price.
(No reading required!) We'll even deliver your furniture the next day.

14-piece ftudent Package* - $89/Month
Package includes: Sofa, Chair, Cocktail & End Table, 2 Lamps, Dining Room Table
with 4 Chairs, Chest, Nightstand and Double Bed (can add Desk and Chair for $10)

a family all season. Coach Cole believes in
us, as much as we believe in him. That is

Last season in stadium ends with wins
OVC title, could this last year in "the Hole"
from page 9
have sparked them to make something out
reputation for "the Hole" was established of it?
by John Merritt 20 years ago. 'The Hole"
President Hefner does not think so.
and the 103 players that have gone on (pro 'The coach and staff have sparked the fire
fessionally) are responsible for the fire that in this team. The team is getting progres

has made "the Hole" so memorable. That
fire will live on in the new stadium,"
Heftier said.

With this year's team winning the

sively better. They are showing what TSU
is all about," Hefner said. *

I Good Luck next year!

Aaron &sFurniture"
401 Harding Industrial Dr.
Nashville, TN 37211
(615) 832-4292

Monday-Friday 9 to 6
Saturday 9 to 5

He'll tal;e an extra
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The campusMCI Hummer.
Your connection to great stuff.
1

\.

- '-j

The campusMCI® Hummer* is coming to campus soon. Check it
out for your chance to win great prizes, including Cannondaie®
mountain bikes, Rollerblade™ Viablade™ Parkway in-line skates,

skateboards (provided by Turn Veto), Vew-do® balance boards, '

:

Cdnow prize packs and morel (We're giving away everythino

trV

but the Hummer!)

To qualify, just use your campusMCI Card®or school spon
sored telephone service.* For every $10 worth of calls, you
get one chance to win. The more you call, the better your
chance to win! The contest runs through December, so keep

»

The campusMCI Card

You've got it

calling all semester long.

Use

The campusMG Card \s a Communication 101®" no-bra\ner for
staying connected to famiiy, friends and the world. Now it can
connect you to awesome prizes too!

campasMCI Swe^stakcs

Call Customer Service

to sign up today!
1-800-276-8244
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